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As the fourth largest city in France and the capital of the Occitania region, Toulouse cultivates

both creativity and dynamism to host B2B events in the best conditions.

The favorable economic environment, the density of the research and innovation ecosystem,

the 2,000 years of history and a lively social and cultural life contribute to positioning

Toulouse as an essential destination for B2B events.

By relying on the skills of a local network of more than 150 events provider, the MICE &

Congress industry is united to promote Toulouse, as a destination and for its centers of

excellence.

All the elements are gathered to promote the destination trough B2B events: national and

international congresses, a unique congress fund, a brand-new exhibition center along with

committed local players.

ALL THE REASONS TO CHOOSE
TOULOUSE
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+1000 restaurants

+150 venues suitable for meetings and events

+100 sporting event and festivals per year

+14500 hotel rooms

+2000 hours of sunshine on average per year

1st business airport in France

Located 20 minutes from the city centre

Direct connection to the city's tram network

Train connections to Bordeaux in 2h,

Montpellier in 2h15, Lyon in 4h and Paris in

4h10

Direct connection to the city's buses, metro

and tram network

Toulouse Blagnac Airport

Toulouse Matabiau train station

4th largest French Metropolis

5 billion/year in R&D investment

1.3 million inhabitants

4th in the ICCA ranking (2019)

20,000 researchers

120,000 students

World's capital of aeronautics

European capital of space
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POSITIONING

GETTING THERE
& AROUND

ASSETS

TOULOUSE AT
A GLANCE



Reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the aviation
sector is nowadays a priority in France. The government
has set itself the objective of developing a "green
aircraft" with net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by
2035.
In this context, the Francazal airbase in Toulouse has
been chosen to host a hydrogen techno-campus
dedicated to green aircraft by 2024, in partnership with
Aerospace Valley (a French cluster of aerospace
engineering companies and research centres).
Airbus company, which central entity is located in
Toulouse, also believes that hydrogen propulsion will
help them create the first zero-emission commercial
aircraft is currently working on three concepts of
hybrid-hydrogen aircraft.
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Toulouse's aerospace sector is one of the world's leading
industrial and innovative sector, with 600 companies and over
85,000 employees.
Toulouse is the capital of aeronautics, both industrially, with
the presence of Airbus, Thales and Latécoère, and in terms of
education, with renouned specialised HE institutions.
Aeronautics and space represent 25% of French R&D,
accounting for 10 billion euros in annual turnover in the region.

AERONAUTICS AND SPACE,
TOULOUSE'S FLAGSHIPS
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THE "COPERNICUS, HORIZON 2035" CONFERENCE

DURING THE FRENCH PRESIDENCY OF THE COUNCIL OF

THE EUROPEAN UNION - 16TH AND 17TH FEBRUARY

2022

Driven by the French Presidency of the Council of the
European Union from 1st January to 30th June 2022,
Toulouse hosted the conference ''Corpernicus, horizon 2035''.
Copernicus is an environmental monitoring programme which
involves the analysis of Earth observation data, particularly
from space. The Copernicus programme covers six focused
areas: air quality, climate change, marine environment,
territory, emergency response and security.

LA CITÉ DE L'ESPACE - A GALA EVENING AT THE
BOTTOM OF THE ARIANE ROCKET

The Cité de l'Espace is Europe’s premier astronomy and
space science culture center. A unique place where seminars,
business evenings, and events can reach their full potential
and reach up to the Universe! An ideal combination for events:
an evening with the iconic Ariane 5 rocket and the Mir station
in the background!
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L'ENVOL DES PIONNIERS - AN EVENT WITH THE
AVIATION PIONEERS

Take off on a historical journey, back in 1918, on this
remembrance site dedicated to the Lignes Latécoère and
L’Aéropostale. What better than an event surrounded by
legendary pilots and aviation pionners such as Mermoz or
Antoine de saint-Exupéry ?

AEROSCOPIA - A DINNER ON THE TARMAC BY
LEGENDARY AIRCRAFTS

The aeronautical museum welcomes participants on board of
legendary aircrafts. An unmissable moment : the tables are set
under the wings of the supersonic Concorde, giving an XXL
dimension to an evening with the Super Guppy or the
impressive A380.

"LES ENTRETIENS DE TOULOUSE - RENCONTRES

AÉROSPATIALES" - 12TH AND 13TH APRIL 2022

A recurrent event in Toulouse, the Entretiens de Toulouse,
organized by the Académie de l'Air et de l'Espace, in
partnership with the Collège de Polytechnique, have a triple
objective: to bring together all the players in the aerospace
sector, to facilitate mutual understanding as well as the
dissemination of scientific and technical knowledge, and to
contribute to the exchange of information between SMEs,
large groups, contractors and research centres.

CONGRESS HIGHLIGHTS

OUR PARTNERS

More information

More information

More information

https://www.meetings-toulouse.com/cite-de-l-espace-0
https://www.meetings-toulouse.com/l-envol-des-pionniers
https://www.meetings-toulouse.com/aeroscopia


ANITI

Under a French government initative 3IA -Interdisciplinary
Artificial Intelligence-, the Institute of Artificial and Natural
Intelligence of Toulouse has been designated as the French
national campus for certification in hybrid AI.

FRANCAZAL, FOR INTELLIGENT AND CONNECTED
SYSTEMS

Francazal airport is the hub of innovative autonomous
transportation in Toulouse. A 55-hectare urban conversion
project is dedicated to the experimentation of autonomous
vehicles and drones.
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Artificial Intelligence is defined as a process allowing
machines to imitate a form of human intelligence.
Thanks to its exceptional ecosystem, Toulouse holds the top
position in this sector.

Hybrid Artificial Intelligence relies on automatic learning
approaches based on data and models that allow constraints
to be expressed and logical reasoning to be performed.

The main strategic fields of application are: robotics and
drones, language recognition and bots, Big Data and learning,
smart and connected cities, mobility and ITS, and health.

AUTOCAMPUS

The Autocampus is a collaboration hub between research
bodies, industry stakeholders, transport operators, training
providers and users on connected and autonomous vehicles.

TOULOUSE'S
EMBLEMATIC PROJECTS

INTELLIGENCE

TOULOUSE WILL HOST THE FIRST CONFERENCE ON
COGNITIVE AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS - ICCAS 2020 - 05TH
AND 06TH JUNE 2022

This conference aims to promote the dissemination and
exchange of scientific information on the next generation of
civil and military aircraft. The conference will cover a wide
range of theoretical and practical topics related to neuro-
ergonomics and human factors, artificial intelligence or
systems engineering. It is mainly focused on aeronautics, but
also includes contributions from a wide range of fields such as
automotive, robots, drones or artificial agents.

COMING SOON

More information

More information

More information

https://aniti.univ-toulouse.fr/
https://www.toulouse-francazal.aeroport.fr/
https://www.canva.com/design/DAE6SrTD9Ig/edit


Toulouse is among the European leaders in Research on

Intelligent Transportation System Technologies.

The attractiveness of the territory is based on the combination

of a strong academic background with an industrial network

organised in clusters allowing the success of dedicated

experiments and cross fertilization programmes.

This ecosystem stimulates sectors such as aerospace,

automotive and intelligent rail transport systems.

The Francazal airbase has partly been turned by Toulouse

Métropole as a strategic hub for future mobility and is now an

Intermodality Test Centre which will be used for the

development and testing of ground and air future mobility

systems. Innovative and cutting-edge companies such as

Hyperloop TT, Easymile or Ascendance are already gathered

on site.

TOULOUSE WILL HOST THE INTELLIGENT TRANSPORT SYSTEMS EUROPE (ITS)

CONFERENCE - 30TH MAY AND 1ST JUNE 2022

ITS European Congress is the benchmark event for the entire ITS (Intelligent
Transport Systems) community to keep track of the industry's constant evolution.

The Congress offers both learning and networking opportunities with all the most
active players in the sector, through demonstrations that incorporate all the latest
developments in intelligent mobility and the digitalisation of transport.

INTELLIGENT TRANSPORT,
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COMING SOON

ROBOTICS AND DRONES

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/4377572_Research_on_Intelligent_Transportation_System_Technologies_and_Applications
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The Téléo, the largest urban cable car in France, with 15

cabins seating 34 people, is brought into service, linking 3

stations: Oncopole, Rangueil and the Paul Sabatier University.
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CONGRESS FUND AND STRUCTURING OF THE SECTOR

The ITS Congress was the first congress to benefit from the

congress fund.

In order to attract large-scale congresses to Toulouse,

Toulouse Métropole has set up a unique financial mechanism,

the "congress" support fund:

1 million euros per year is dedicated to the hosting of large-

scale international professional events, with a strong impact

on the region.

A certain number of eligibility criteria enable the dedicated

committee to promote the sectors of excellence. Large-scale

conferences (more than 9,000 overnight stays) are eligible,

but certain international scientific conferences (ICCA criteria)

may also qualify for assistance from the congress fund. Events

must be organised by national or international associations,

learned societies, professional federations, higher education

and research establishments or private-public consortiums

with a predominance of public structures.
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CVB'S EXTRAS

WHAT'S NEW



www.soclo.fr    
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Public and private initiatives are multiplying in diverse fields

such as the fight against cancer, diabetes and obesity, with

strong synergies, notably between aeronautics and medicine.

Dermatology, cosmetics, gerontology, heart surgery, anti-

bioresistance, microbiota: all these fields of excellence

contribute to establish Toulouse as a European and global

centre for health research.

The ONCOPOLE is today the largest cancer research centre in

Europe, located next to the Toulouse Space Centre. As a

member of the European Organisation of Cancer Centres

(OECI), it brings together experts in a continuum ranging from

fundamental to clinical research.

LIFE

TOULOUSE WILL HOST THE
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON
PLASMID BIOLOGY - 18TH TO 23RD
SEPTEMBER 2022

The conference covers all aspects of
plasmids and mobile genetic elements
(MGEs), including replication and
maintenance, horizontal transfer,
genomics and systems biology,
synthetic biology, industrial, agricultural
and medical biotechnology, evolution,
ecology, epidemiology and the role of
plasmids/MGEs in bacterial
pathogenesis.

TOULOUSE WILL HOST THE
JOURNÉES D'ONCO-UROLOGIE
MÉDICALE - 17TH & 18TH JUNE 2022

This meeting is an opportunity for those
involved in onco-urology to learn about
the four main objectives: information,
training, organisation of care and
protocols.

TOULOUSE WILL HOST THE
NATIONAL CONGRESS OF
VASCULAR MEDICINE - 29TH
SEPTEMBER TO 1ST OCTOBER 2022

This 3-day congress will address the
theme of ethical and responsible
vascular medicine.

COMING SOON

SCIENCES

http://www.soclo.fr/


THE 6TH WORLD TB VACCINE FORUM: TB VACCINES -
22ND TO 24TH FEBRUARY 2022 (DIGITAL)

Placed under the High Patronage of Mr Emmanuel MACRON

President of the French Republic and Minister of Solidarity

and Health Olivier Véran, this forum is the world's largest

gathering of actors in the research, development and

implementation of new vaccines to prevent and/or treat

tuberculosis. The bid was led by: the Institute of

Pharmacology and Structural Biology, the CNRS and

supported by the Toulouse Midi-Pyrénées Federal University,

and in partnership with the Convention Bureau.

Toulouse was chosen as the host city because of the

scientific excellence present in the area and this choice was

further explained by Isabelle Saves, Head of International

Cooperation and Olivier Neyrolles, Director of the IPBS-

Toulouse: ''The organisation of the world forum in Toulouse

presents several opportunities, notably in terms of the

visibility of Toulouse's scientific excellence, particularly in the

field of health. And so we embarked on a very competitive

and demanding selection process at the end of which the

Pink City was chosen as the host city for this 6th World

Forum.''

However, due to the current health context, the congress has

switched to 100% digital and is postponing its physical

presence in Toulouse for a future edition.
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HIGHLIGHTS

As seen by Isabelle Saves, International Cooperation Officer
for the TB Vaccines Congress:
''The role of the CVB soon proved to be crucial in putting
together the bid, finding the right partners and organising the
site visit. Thanks to the Convention Bureau, we were able to
answer all our questions about the Forum site and the many
services that were essential for the organisation. Finally, our
joint work with the CVB demonstrated the strong support of
Toulouse Métropole for hosting the World Forum."

CVB'S EXTRAS



Vibrant, with a south-western lifestyle, student's favourite
city... Toulouse capitalises on its youth, dynamism and "bon
vivre". From the Place du Capitole to the banks of the
Garonne river, the Pink City invites you to discover its 2,000
years of history, terraces and delightful gastronomy.

Toulouse is just like its weather and its inhabitants: warm and

festive!

VIBRANT CITY
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COMING SOON
TOULOUSE WILL HOST THE COLLOQUE "CRÉATION
RECHERCHE EN OLFACTION"
5TH TO 7TH OCTOBER 2022

This conference aims to gather all the different forms of
creation in science (design, dance, theater, music, literature,
poetry, architecture, chemistry, biology, engineering,
medicine...) interested in the field of olfactory science. This
experimental conference will itself be an element of creation-
research. It will combine traditional oral scientific contributions
with creative contributions such as performances, concerts,
workshops, plays and exhibitions. Like Toulouse, this
conference will combine cultural effervescence and scientific
research.



SPOTLIGHT ON THE SOUTH-WESTERN GASTRONOMY

Discovering Toulouse also involves diving into it's food
culture. In the heart of the Occitanie region, Toulouse delights
tastebuds with it's wide range of local products. Foie gras,
cassoulet, Toulouse sausage, cheeses from the Pyrenees and
wines from the French South-West.

With the recovery of the event business, Toulouse and the
Convention Bureau are seeing many conventions, trade
shows, conferences and events succeed, adapting their
communication to these events.

A new series of posts has been created on social networks,
videos presenting the backstage and the holding of events, to
discover them in an immersive way.
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LE MARCHÉ D'INTÉRÊT NATIONAL

The large "MIN Toulouse-Occitanie" market is the 2nd largest
National Interest Market in France in terms of food volumes.
The MIN is powered by Miharu, a specialised events group in
Toulouse, and develops the event offer. This generous and
atypical place in Toulouse offers all the possibilities in order to
carry out great events.

OUR PARTNERS

CVB'S EXTRAS

LE MARCHÉ VICTOR HUGO

Why not combining events and south-western gastronomy at
the Marché Victor Hugo, Toulouse biggest covered-market? In
2021, Toulouse hosted the congress of the "Entreprises
Publiques Locales", which privatised the market to hold an
evening event, while allowing participants to experience a
gastronomic interlude in an atypical, unique and convivial
reception venue.
More information

More information

More information

https://www.meetings-toulouse.com/marche-victor-hugo
https://miharu.fr/lieux-evenementiels-toulouse/


PLACES OF CULTURE

Visit the city and discover Toulouse's great heritage

monuments with the Tourist Office.

Bike-ride along the Canal du Midi or take a canoe trip on

the Garonne river with Granhota.

Combine heritage and gastronomy, with a lunch at La

compagnie Française and it's exceptional architecture.

Discover Toulouse's emblems, the Violet in the

unmissable Maison de la Violette and the Bleu de Pastel.

Toulouse is a city of culture. You can visit many museums and

exhibitions with a wide range of themes. Historical museums,

but also exciting scientific discoveries and surprising

curiosities.

These different places open their doors to bring originality and

magic to congresses, conferences, seminars, conventions or

even gala diner.

Cultural activities and discoveries ideal for MICE events:

Powered by the CVB, the "Welcome Pack" provides services
to event organizers: tourist services, visits, diner gala facilities,
soft mobility offers... The Tourist Office, Pays d'Oc and
Manatour group offer tailor-made social programs.
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AND HERITAGE

CVB'S EXTRAS



LA HALLE DE LA MACHINE
Situated on the historical runway used for take-off by the pioneers of the
“Aéropostale” airmail service, now known as the “Piste des Géants” (Giants’ Runway),
la Halle de La Machine invites you to discover the impressive collection of street
theatre machines designed and made by François Delaroziere and La Machine
company.

THE JACOBINS CONVENT
In the heart of the city, the Jacobins Convent offers a prestigious patrimonial venue to
organize diners and galas: the cloister offers a sumptuous setting for your receptions
and cocktails. Its galleries sheltered from bad weather are open onto the garden: a
true haven of peace in Toulouse.
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LE MUSEUM
Toulouse Natural History Museum is one of the most visited and important scientific
cultural establishments in France. This place of information and debate dedicated to
the relationship between Man-Nature-Environment, offers a prestigious patrimonial
setting for gala dinners, cocktail parties and other professional receptions.

OUR PARTNERS

COMING SOON
TOULOUSE WILL HOST THE 43RD MYCOTOXIN
WORKSHOP - 30TH MAY AND 01ST JUNE 2022

Under the aegis of the Society for Mycotoxin Research, a
consortium of teacher-researchers and researchers from
Toulouse ENSAT, IE-Purpan, University of Toulouse, IRD and
INRAE are in charge of organizing this 43rd edition. This
congress is totally dedicated to mycotoxins, toxic chemical
contaminants produced by microscopic fungi commonly found
in foodstuffs. This congress has the opportunity to be held at
the Hôtel-Dieu Saint-Jacques which benefits from a
prestigious historical heritage through its architecture located
in the heart of Toulouse and on the banks of the Garonne. It is
a place for scientific and cultural activities and for welcoming
foreign hospital delegations, institutional and industrial
partners.

More information

More information

More info

https://www.jacobins.toulouse.fr/anglais
https://www.meetings-toulouse.com/la-halle-de-la-machine


TOULOUSE WILL HOST THE NATIONAL CONGRESS OF
YOUNG LEADERS OF FRANCE (CJD) - 12ND AND 13RD
MAY 2022

It is possible to hold gala evenings or congresses in
Toulouse's stadiums. This is the solution that has been
selected for this congress. This congress will be held over two
days and marks the end of a mandate and the change of
national presidency. It aims to reflect on the major issues of
tomorrow through the intervention of key witnesses,
testimonies of entrepreneurs and experts within round tables,
participative debates or working sessions.

The stadium will host all the participants in its stands.

The Pink City has many facets and hides behind its apparent
gentle way of life a fiery temperament, which takes shape on
the rugby and football fields.

One of the most unavoidable regional emblems is rugby. The
values of rugby, such as respect, team spirit, sharing and
surpassing oneself, are all sporting values that are reflected in
the human warmth of the city.
With an incredible track record, two consecutive years as
European Cup Champion (2020/2021) and French Champion
in 2021 for XV rugby and winner of the Championship in 2021
for XIII rugby, Toulouse is undoubtedly a land of rugby.
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SPORTING CITY

COMING SOON

RUGBY AND THE ERNEST WALLON STADIUM

Manatour -activity provider- opens the doors of the rugby
stadium to visitors. The Ernest Wallon stadium is a place
where the most beautiful emotions have been experienced
and which has thrilled thousands of spectators. The visit
allows visitors to discover the history of this hundred-year-old
club. Fans and rugby enthusiasts are challenged on their
knowledge throughout the visit with a Q&A game. During the
visit, participants will discover the outdoor facilities such as
the Wall of Honour and Wall of Internationals, changing
rooms, stands, pitchside and training areas. To discover the
values of rugby such as integrity, passion, solidarity, discipline
and respect, visitors will try their hand at passing and
throwing in touch through interactive workshops on the
training pitch.

FOOTBALL AT THE STADIUM

As with rugby, it is possible to take part in Toulouse's football
dynamic by taking possession of the Stadium's premises.
Possibilities to discover certain areas such as the dressing
rooms or the presidential stands in order to feel the magic of
the pitch during a professional event. The stadium also has
spaces for organizing all types of events and can
accommodate up to 1,500 people.

OUR PARTNERS

More information

More information

https://www.meetings-toulouse.com/stade-toulousain-les-espaces-ernest-wallon
https://www.meetings-toulouse.com/les-espaces-du-stadium


All CVB local partners are signatories to a charter of
commitment that includes 7 principles, one of which
emphasises compliance with current environmental standards
and the implementation of professional practices that favour
respect for the environment and sustainable events.

The local players are committed on a daily basis through
internal sustainable initiatives, which may lead to the labelling
of their structures. These labels cover both accommodation
(Green Key Label, EU Ecolabel, ISO 14 001) and reception
venues and conference centres (High Environmental Quality
Label, LEED Label, SMESE 26 000, ISO 14 001, ISO 20 121).

The Convention Bureau is committed to sustainable
development in order to steer business tourism, its
stakeholders and its event industry towards more
environmentally friendly tourism. Taking into account its
current and future economic, social and environmental
impacts, by meeting the needs of visitors, environmental
professionals and host communities,

The Global Destination Sustainability Index is an international
programme for measuring, benchmarking and improving
strategic sustainability -environmental, social, economic-

COMMITTED LOCAL PLAYERS
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performance of events and business tourism at the destination
level. It is becoming a reference in our national and
international business market. Destinations must meet 72
criteria and are given a higher or lower score in each of them.

As a result of the commitment of all the professionals and
structures in the area, Toulouse has seen its overall score
increase by 23.38% in 2021 compared to 2020 to reach
56.4%.

CVB'S EXTRAS



THE MEETT, TOULOUSE'S SUSTAINABILITY STANDARD

Opened in 2020, the MEETT is one of the largest Exhibition
and Convention center in France, covering a 55 hectares
area. This site is part of the city's sustainable development
strategy, taking into account environmental requirements in
the design and construction of buildings.
MEETT has been awarded with "HQE certification": a French
approach to construction that aims to limit short and long-term
environmental impacts.
Also, MEETT has received the LEED label, which is the most
internationally recognize established label: reduction of light
pollution, alternatives to the use of vehicles, water-efficient
landscaping, waste management, recycling of materials, etc.

Appart'City Confort Toulouse Purpan***
Appart'City Confort Toulouse Diagora Labège***
Holiday Inn Toulouse Airport****
Le Domaine de Montjoie****
L'Initial****
Les Pins Galants***
Pullman Centre Ramblas*****

ACCOMMODATION

Aware of the challenges linked to sustainable development,
these establishments wished to meet a number of criteria in
order to obtain the international Green Key label, for which
they have been awarded in 2021 and 2022:
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More information

More information

https://www.meetings-toulouse.com/meett-parc-des-expositions-centre-de-conventions
https://www.meetings-toulouse.com/sustainability-commided-accommodation


L'ORANGERIE DES DEMOISELLES
This traditional mansion located in Frouzins has about a
hundred hectares and houses a riding school, a black Gascon
pig farm as well as sustainable farming land. As rural as
historical, this venue is perfectly suited to various professional
and private events.

LE GRAND MARCHÉ BY MIHARU
This generous and atypical 10,000m² venue in Toulouse is
located in the heart of the "Marché d'Intérêt National" and
offers the possibility of breaking down the barriers of the
imagination in order to carry out large events.
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L'ESPACE COBALT
This unique space brings together the Dumbo restaurant, the
Canaille Club -a "guinguette" open from June to September-,
La Halle, a venue sized for any type of event, and finally the
Studio 55, a 240-seats theatre.

REDEVELOPMENTS

WHAT'S NEW ?
With its ecosystem of experienced local players, Toulouse
and its stakeholders have shown resilience facing the health
crisis. In fact, the destination is constantly developing its offer.

FONDATION BEMBERG (REOPENING AUTUMN 2022)
Undergoing renovation since 2021, the city's most beautiful
mansion will reopen end of 2022. It will be possible to rent the
rooms of the foundation and open the art collection during
events.

More information

More information

More information

More information

https://miharu.fr/lieux-evenementiels-toulouse/
https://www.cobalt-toulouse.com/
https://www.orangeriedesdemoiselles.com/
https://www.meetings-toulouse.com/fondation-bemberg


THE STUDENT HÔTEL - OPENING IN SEPTEMBER 2022

This facility is located in the city centre of Toulouse, right next to the Pierre Baudis
Congress Centre. The spirit of community is the key element, present within the
activities of this hotel, from the design to the experiences. It caters to a wide range of
the population: students, visiting business travelers, and co-workers.

EKLO HÔTEL - OPENING IN APRIL 2022

Located in the heart of the "Cartoucherie" eco-district, this structure is a new French
concept of ecological, economical and friendly hotels. The aim is to offer travellers a
hybrid and atypical offer with an emphasis on design.
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INTERFÉRENCE - OPENING DURING 2022

More than an event venue, Interférence is a large playground of 2500m². Filming
studios, seminars, congresses, conferences, shows, afterworks... This modular space,
fully equipped with technical equipment, can accommodate up to 1500 people.

OPENINGS IN 2022

NEW PARTNERS

New local players and structures have joined the ranks of the
Convention Bureau's partners at the beginning of 2022.
These include Odalys Compans Caffarelli, Odalys Blagnac,
Odalys La Coloméblie, La Villa du Taur, Insitu Business Centre
and Chabe.

More information

More information

Plus d'informations

https://www.eklohotels.com/fr/toulouse
https://www.thestudenthotel.com/fr/
https://www.interference.events/


PFUE – SOMMET DE L’AVIATION 02/03-04/2022
PFUE – FORUM SPATIAL COLLOQUE COPERNICUS HORIZON 2035 02/16-17/2022
PFUE – SOMMET DES CHEFS D’ETAT UE ET ESA, RÉUNION INFORMELLE DES MINITSRES EUROPÉENS CHARGÉS DE L’ESPACE
16/02/2022
UE – 6TH GLOBAL FORUM ON TURBERCULOSE VACCINES 02/22-25/2022
PFUE – RÉUNION INFORMELLE DU GROUPE DE TRAVAIL À HAUT NIVEAU SUR LES QUESTIONS FISCALES 03/03-04/2022
PFUE – JOURNÉE DES PERSONNALITÉS EN MARGE DE L’EXERCICE D’ENTRAÎNEMENT AUX OPÉRATIONS SPATIALES ASTERX
2022 03/07-11/2022
WORKSHOP TRISHNA DAYS 03/22-24/2022
LES ENTRETIENS DE TOULOUSE RENCONTRES AÉROSPATIALES 04/12-13/2022
CJD – CONGRÈS NATIONAL DES JEUNES DIRIGEANTS DE FRANCE 05/12-13/2022
ADSTCS 26TH – AERODYNAMIC DECELERATPR SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE AND SEMINAR 05/16-19/2022
COLLOQUE INTERDISCIPLINAIRE BECO 05/18-20/2022
ITS – EUROPE INTELLIGENT TRANSPORT SYSTEMS 06/30-01/2022
43ÈME MYCOTOXIN WORKSHOP 06/30-01/2022
EEDAL – CONFÉRENCE INTERNATIONALE SUR L’EFFICACITÉ ÉNERGÉTIQUE DES APPAREILS DOMESTIQUES ET DE
L’ÉCLAIRAGE 06/01-02/2022
ICCAS 2020 – CONFERENCE ON COGNITIVE AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS 06/01-02/2022
RENCONTRES UNIVERSITÉS FRANCO-ALLEMANDE 06/02-03/2022
34ÈME CONGRÈS DE LA SOCIÉTÉ FRANÇAISE DES CHIRURGIENS ESTHÉTIQUES PLASTICIENS 06/02-04/2022
ESCAPE – EUROPEAN SYMPOSIUM ON COMPUTER AIDED PROCESS ENGINEERING 06/12-15/2022
PFUE – RÉUNION INFORMELLE DES ATTACHÉS ESPACE 06/15-17/2022
JOUM – JOURNÉES D’ONCO-UROLOGIE MÉDICALE 2022 06/17-18/2022
PFUE – RÉUNION DES DIRECTEURS EN CHARGE DU DÉVELOPPEMENT RURAL 06/20-22/2022
PFUE – RÉUNION INFORMELLE DES ATTACHÉS TÉLÉCOMS 06/20/2022
PFUE – ASSEMBLÉE NUMÉRIQUE 06/21-22/2022
COLLOQUE RENCONTRE DES ÉTUDES AFRICAINES EN FRANCE 07/28-01/2022
NUCLEAR ARCHITECTURE & FUNCTION 07/28-01/2022
EABS – CONGRÈS ANNUEL DE L’ASSOCIATION EUROPÉENNE DES ETUDES BIBLIQUES 07/04-07/2022
ETHYLÈNE 2022 07/04-08/2022
ISPB 2022 – INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON PLASMID BIOLOGY 09/18-23/2022
CONGRÈS NATIONAL DE MÉDECINE VASCULAIRE 10/28-01/2022
2ÈME RENCONTRES DE LA SFPJ – SOCIÉTÉ FRANÇAISE POUR LA PHILOSPHIE ET LA THÉORIE JURIDIQUE ET POLITIQUE
09/29-30/2022
COLLOQUE CRÉATION RECHERCHE EN OLFACTION 10/05-07/2022
SWEP – SOUTH WESTERN EUROPEAN PLATFORM 10/27-30/2022
JFN – JOURNÉES FRANCOPHONES DE NUTRITION 11/16-18/2022
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More information on upcoming events on our website

https://www.meetings-toulouse.com/all-news
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Congress Development
Manager

Emilie Randria-Veaute
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Congress & MICE
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Marketing Manager
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